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Abstract
The Machinist program uses a new planning method that is an extension to domain dependent planning
technology. It is modeled after the behavior of human machinists, and makes plans for fabricating metal
parts using machine tools. Many existing planning programs rely on a problem solving strategy that
involves fixing problems in plans only after they occur. The result is that planning time may be wasted
when a bad plan is unnecessarily generated and must be thrown out or modified. The Machinist program
improves on these methods by looking for cues in the problem specification that may indicate potential
difficulties or conflicting goal interactions, before generating any plans. It plans around those difficulties,
greatly increasing the probability of producing a good plan on the first try. Planning efficiency is greatly
increased when false starts can be eliminated. The Machinist program contains about 180 OPS5 rules,
and has been judged by experienced machinists to make plans that are, on the average, better than
those of a 5 year journeyman. The knowledge that makes the technique effective is domain dependent,
but the technique itself can be used in other domains.



1 Introduction
Machinist is a planning program that works on machining problems, and produces feasible plans for

manufacturing individual metal parts. Machining is the art of producing metal parts using a variety of

power tools to shape the metal- It is a highly skilled task requiring 10 to 15 years to become fairly

accomplished.

The program works by first scanning the problem specification (a set of shapes to be cut in a metal
block, and some information on raw material, dimensions, etc.) for cues or patterns that indicate potential
problems. It also looks for other types of patterns that provide salient information: what set of tools can
be used for specific cuts, and what processes, as well as information on the details and restrictions on
those processes. Using this information as the building blocks, the program constructs a plan for
producing the part.

This approach is more efficient than traditional planning methods for domains that have many
interactions between the goals. Traditional planners typically work by first generating a plan, then using
"critics" to scan the resulting plan for problems and correct them [15, 13, 6]. Alternatively, they may
generate a plan for each subgoal, and then try to merge the subplans together [17,11]. This is the
inverse of the order in which Machinist does these steps. When a planner can anticipate problems,
much less time is spent fixing bad plans, or trying to merge incompatible subplans.

The ideas for Machinist's planning technique are taken from observations of the behavior of human
machinists. Protocol analysis was used to collect this information. The resulting program consists of
about 180 OPS5 rules, and it runs on a DEC-20, a UNIX VAX, and a SUN workstation. |

The main emphasis of this paper is to explain the program's planning methods and to examine how
these methods can be used in other domains. The way in which this planning technique is implemented
is domain dependent: the ability to identify a goal interaction efficiently just by looking at a specification
requires intimate knowledge about that type of problem. This knowledge, in the form of patterns which
identify interactions, together with operators that tell how to avoid the interactions, takes many years for
the expert to build up and years for the knowledge engineer to extract. As used here, a pattern together
with an associated composite operator will be referred to a macro-operator Unfortunately, the planner
must have these macro-operators to find these interactions in complex domains, otherwise the search
would be tremendous. This does not lend hope for domain independent planners to be successful in
targe domains, but perhaps we must reconcile ourselves to the fact that efficiency may require
expertise [15].

2 The Problem, and Motivation
This research is part of the overall effort to automate the "job shop." Job shops are small machine

shops that do custom work. The machinists who run these shops tend to be designers, machinists, and
machine tool operators all rolled into one. They will design and make just one or a few copies of a part for
a customer. Like any custom work, this is an expensive process. Automation can make custom work
more affordable by eliminating foe need for large amounts of experienced labor.

This research is aimed at small batch production rather than large, which makes up the bulk of
manufacturing in the United Stertes, because automated planning has more economic impact on small
batch production. Planning costs are a small part of the cost in large batch production: it is a one time
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cost spread out over many pieces. Manufacturers can afford to hire a human to do the planning and let
him take as long as he wants. On the other hand, in small batch production (the job shop), planning is a
much larger part of the cost. If only one piece is to be made the plan for manufacturing it will be used
once and thrown away. The cost of hiring a highly skilled person to do the planning is often prohibitively
expensive.

Job shops are essential to industries like robotics and aerospace that make one of a kind products like
clean-up vehicles for Three Mile Island, and space shuttles. Additionally, job shops are needed during
the design and testing of new products for producing prototypes.

Machinists have a huge body of knowledge that allows them to make plans for many different types of
parts which are produced on many types of machines. However, for the purposes of this study:

• manufacturing plans will be designed for only 1 part at a time (This is not a scheduling task
for a whole factory like ISIS [7])

• parts will all be produced completely on one machine tool: the Cincinnati-Milacron 5-VC
Machining Center which is a three axis vertical machine tool,

• parts will be made from prismatic blocks of material,

• one type of clamp will be used: vices,

• tools will be limited to a set typically found in a job shop,

• material will be limited to cold rolled aluminum, and steel.

3 Machining Background
Since machining is not familiar to everyone, some background may be helpful in understanding the

task. Machining refers to the art of creating parts, usually metal, by carving with power tools such as
bandsaws, lathes, ami drill presses; and using processes such as dritlng, milling, turning, etc. Computer
Numeric Controlled (GWG) machining is machining using computer controlled tools. This particular
problem solving taste involves malting a plan for a part that can be produced completely on one particular
machine, the 5-VC Machining Center, using only a few processes: mHing, drilling, boring, reaming, and
tapping.

3.1 The Equipment
The 5-VC Machining Center looks much Iks a large, farcy drill press that Is computer controlled, with a

movable table, a mechanical arm (for changing tools), and a rotating magazine of tools. All the moving

parts can be controlled with a program. The work piece can be clamped to the table, and then the table

can be moved from side to side, and frontwards and backwards, so that any part of the piece can be

positioned under the cutting loot The machine tool has a rotaing spindle which can hold different toots

in much the same way a drill cm hold different drill bits. The spindle can move up and down to lower the

tool into the work piece, much as a drill press does.

There are many types of tools that can be put In the spindle: a variety of drills, countersinks, mills,

reamers, boring bits, and taps. Mills are used for shaving the sides of things or for making flat-bottomed

holes. Boring bits are used for making large hotes, reamers for enlarging holes, and taps for putting

helical threads inside hotes for screws.



In this study, one type of fixture or clamp will be used to fix work to the table: the vise. The vise is
much like one that you would find in a home workshop, except that it is larger and more accurate. A
set-up is a whole clamping system, comprised of a damp, a work piece positioned in a clamp, a method
for locating the piece, and sometimes some metal plates or small bars known as parallels that help
position the piece. Set-up actually has two meanings: it can mean either a particular clamping system, or
the sequence of cuts made while using the clamping system.

Vise Jaws:
Press inward
to hold
work piece.

Parallels: used to adjust height of piece.

Figure 1: A Set-up using the vise and two parallels

The design specification that a machinist receives consists of a set of features which must be cut into
a block in order to produce a part. The block that they start with is known as the siock and it can be
made out of a variety of materials such as: aluminum, steel, copper, or plastic For this application, the
stock wilt always be rectangular. Features are the individual geometric shapes that are cut into a block of
metal to form the part.

The Surface finish on a particular side of the stoic can be either smooth or rough. The rough sides
are known as saw-cut sides, ami the smooth sides are known as rolled sides. Rolled sides are created
as a result of the manufacturing process by which stock is made: cold steel is rotted out between radars*
The sides created by the roller are the roiled sides.

4 Interactions Make the Planning Problem Difficult
A m ĵor problem that the machMst confronts in planning is interactions between the dferect features

that are cut Into the p a t Cutting one feature frst may maim It <Sfficut or imposslbte to art autosequent
ones.' One can view the collection of features as subgoals to be achieved in the npcMning plan. The
difficulty In malting a plan is to find an orcter in which none of the aibgoais interferes too seriousfy irith
achieving the others.

This type of pmbiem Is not isolated to the machining domain; Irteradioos tmmm subfoais tuwe been
observed In many planning domain© by many researchers: SteHc[14], Hammond {§}» SiistmartftSi
Tate [181, and CaiboneR f3f to name a tew. Sussnnan noted it as early as 1973 In HACKER: Interactions



between steps, (are) a common cause of bugs."1 Stefik perhaps, expressed it best: "In planning
problems, there are typically many goals to be achieved in some order. The goals interact with each
other in many ways which depend both on the order in which they are achieved and on the particular
operators which are used to achieve them.112 A feature Interaction happens when cutting one collection
of features affects the way in which others can be made. Subsequent features may become totally
impossible to produce, or severely restricted in the methods by which they can be produced,

Feature interactions have several different causes. Most commonly they result from clamping
problems; producing one feature destroys the clamping surfaces needed to grip the piece while cutting
another feature. The clamps used in all the examples in this paper will be vises.

A feature interaction is shown below in figure 2. This part has two features: an angle, and a hole. The
angle has been cut, and the hole is about to be drilled, but when the drill touches the angled surface, it
will slip sideways and cause the hole to be placed inaccurately. The angle can be said to interact with the
hole. The solution is to drill the hole first while the end of the part is still flat. Since the hole does not
affect how the angle is made, a simple reordering again prevents the features from interacting.

Problem:
If the angle
is cut first,
the drill
will slide
when it starts
to drill the
hole.

Figure 2: Feature Interaction: the hole must 'be cut 'before the angle

Feature interactions can result In restrictions on either the process used to execute a step, or the order

of the steps- In this paper, we have chosen examples which only put restrictions on the order of the
steps.

5 How the Program Works
The ttaehintet program Is modeled after the human*s planning process but tt only implements a part of

that process. The humarfe planning process Is described by Hayes [10]. The most important omission is
that them Is no ¥eff§c^§o« phase at the end erf the program's planning.

To demonstrate horn the program woricsff let us suppose one wanted to make the following part from
the oiock 'Of metal shown beta*. There are five 'sat-res that need' to be a i t into this part: three holes, an
angle, and a shoulder (a shoulder is any lodge-like shape cut out of a side). The part is represented in
the program as a rectangular block from which features am subtracted. The block of metal from which I

1G#rairf - Suss-a-. A Cz-v^es Vx& of mm AoqukHkm* Affwfeajn EmmAm FubfMting Company, Hmt York, 1975* I4TT A)
T«chmca§ Ftepot m W » AogiM 1073, p, 119

aM*k Stalk, "Pteciring «nrf Nhte-Plming (MOlGet Put 2>f* ArtXcmi M^^rwm, vat 1 S# no. Z, 19S1, p. 141.



will be made, the stock, is saw-cut and irregular on all sides (this fact will be important to planning
decisions made later).

Holel
Shoulder

Hole 2 . ,
/ Angle

Hole 3 SS
1.00"

0.75'

Figure 3: A parr with 5 features: three holes, a shoulder, and an angle

Figure 4: The stock that the part will be made from: saw-cut on at! sides

5.1 Representing the Part Specification
Before describing how the program works, I will briefly describe how the part specification Is

represented. The outer envelope of the part is represented as a prismatic solid from which the feature
volumes are subtracted. There are 8 feature types used in this system: blind-hole, thru-hole, pocket,
blind-slot, thru-slot, angle, shoulder, and channel All sides on the finished part are assumed to be
machined.

The stock is represented as a prismatic solid sSghtiy larger than the final part Each side of t ie stock Is
assigned a surface finish of either rolled (smooth) or saw-cut (rough). Volumes are subtracted tern the
stock untilJt looks the same as the part specification.

Both the part and t ie stock make use of a three dimensional coordinate system that is set up by
assigning numbers to the sides of the part. Since the sides rotate as the par. is rotated, the coordinate
system moves with the part and there is no need for matrix transformations. The two largest area Sides
are given the numbers 1 ami 4, the second largest Sides: 2 a id 5, and the smallest area sides: 3 and 8.
if the oan i$ a cube, then any pair of sides can be chosen to- be the "largest* I side 1 faces UD, and skfe
2 'aces right, then the front is assigned to 'be side 3t thus establishing an left and ngnt frame of reference
to ft* port ( ; ;

Alt fsflturw are described anc referenced in terms of the skte iabeing system. For instance, In 'tie oat
shown to figure 3 on page 5, Hote 2 Is 3 inches from side 3, .375 indies from side 1, with m diameter of
.31, and : goes a the way through the piece.

Titis , Hote 2. mmid b* described in r e following way:



side 5

side 6

(feattire ^type thru_hole
Anaoie Hole_2)

(Open on ^feature Hol#_2
^sxde 1)

<Open_on ^feature Hole_2
"side 4)

(Diameter ^of Hole_2
^i# .31)

(C*Bt*r_d£st Aof

side 4

Figure 5: The side labeling conventions for a prismatic shape

Hole 2 goes all the way through the piece.

Ms 3.000)
(Ctaterjdlst *o£ Bol«j2

"tram mldmJL
"km .375)

Hole 2 opens on to side 2 on the top and side 5
on the bottom.

The diameter is .31 inches

The center of Hole 2 is 3 inches from side 3

The cem&r distamse from side 1 is .375 inches

In the current Jnylenmtttion, no toterances (the amount of play atowed So a dimension) are specMed
Tolennoee are stopy assumed to be high (We ptey aMowed^ and comm^mtfy the masMnii« n^fKKis
recommended by the program »B \mty cmmw&ike. These methods iraura that tolerances on i t * fart
will be as high as it Is possible to get in a ahgle roughing and finishing pass on the SVCL K a m*lhod
mwfes for fifffi i ^ w i » partŝ  ft «« also wwfc to- km ioterwiee jwtet ao the pinner -to eajiaiife of

ptsnner awki :a<e a^a-:age erf fhto to make the plans for km t e e p e e ~s-s -rre

5.2 Getting Oriented

i to the|MsoloivandMninoert^di^^
tehen ctoi^» am mppHmt to ttr and so on.

TW$ i l ip is i m i d ^ Both the humsn smf
the program use thto plmm to ortent t ^ w ^ ^ ; into fit ta^atniclure sral dffflouNiie



5.3 Exploring and Modeling Feature Interactions
The program's activities in this phase again mirror those in the human's behavior. The program, like

the human, has a pre-planning phase in which it looks at the schematic for cues to potential problems and
feature interactions.

In this part there are three interactions to be noticed: one interaction occurs between Hole 3 and the
angle. If the angle is made first, it will interact with the hole by causing the drill bit to slip on the slanted
surface. This will make the hole placement inaccurate, as shown in figure 2 on page 4. The restriction
that this interaction puts on the plan is that Hole 3 must be made before the angle. The second
interaction is between Hole 3 and the shoulder: the hole must be made before the shoulder. If the
shoulder is made first, the part will be too thin and floppy when it is damped, to cut the hole. The result of
the third interaction is that the angle must be made before the shoulder, for similar reasons.

The program uses built-in generalized patterns to spot these interactions quickly. For instance, to spot
the hole-angle interaction the program has a pattern that matches any drilled hole or depression that
enters a non-flat surface. If the pattern is matched, then it puts a restriction on the plan, that the hole
must be cut before the depression. Similarly, for each additional pattern, there is an associated operator
that tells the program how to avoid the interaction. In this case, the way to avoid it was to cut the hole
first The pattern, together with the resulting plan restriction, is loosely referred to as a macro-operator.
These operators are a large part of the knowledge that makes the expert an expert: they are the
compiled result of his many years of experience, and they are immensely important to efficiently
generating good plans. This strategy is similar to the use of chess board patterns to index playing plans
in chess programs like PARADISE, and CHUNKER [19, 2]).

The three interactions, Hole 3 before Angle, Hole 3 before Shoulder, and Angle before Shoulder, all
restrict the order in which the features can be cut. They can be put together into one Interaction graph
(figure 6). Each arrow represents one interaction. Note that Holes 1 and 2 are included in the same step
as the shoulder. Since there are no interactions between Hole 1 or Hole 2 and any of the other features,
it might seem that the holes could be cut anywhere in the sequence. However, it is most efficient to drill
them at the same time that the shoulder is cut, so that is where the program puts them. It treats the
group, Shoulder, Hoiel and Hole2, as one unit for planning purposes.

5.4 Choosing a Squaring Graph
The next task is to retrieve a squaring graph from memory. A squaring grapn outlines all methods for

getting the raw material into a square and accurate shape with the minimum waste of material. It
represents the constraints on the order in which each of the skies may be "squared off." It serves as a
framework from which the feature constraints can be hung.

Since there are only a limited number of ways in which a bice* can be squared-up and still maintain
high accuracy, the majority of stock shapes and sizes cart be squared-up using only tim squaring
graphs. (This Is not true for km accuracy parts* sine* there Is more ftaxfbHRy in the way they can be
squared-up, and henoe more graphs; but we wli not concern ourselves wfth that since our problem only
Involves high accuracy parrs.)

For any given piece of stock, the program chooses one of the nine squaring graphs, based on the
stock's size, shape, and surface finishes. The squaring piao chosen by the program for this example is



Hole 3 a. Drill Hole 3

Hole 3 before Angle

Hok3
before
shoulder

Angle before Shoulder

-Hole 2 c . Mill Shoulder

Hole 1
Shoulder

Figure 6: Interaction Graph: the order in which the features may be cut

shown in figure 7. This particular plan was chosen because of the stock's length, and because all sides
of the stock were saw cut (This stock was shown on page 5 in figure 4). This plan takes advantage of
the length, and makes extra allowances for the saw cut sides. Details on how squaring graphs are
chosen, and what the nine graphs look like, are discussed by Hayes [10].

In each step of the plan shown in the figure, the shaded surface will be machined smooth. Steps
shown side by side as branches in the graph can be done In either order. It does not matter which side of
a branch is done first.

Set-up A

Cut back sidev

Set-tip C Set-up D Sct~iipE

Rgt i f»7 : Ttm St/tmrtngQnph for squaring up abteck tost. Is sawn on all sides

A squaring graph could also bs represented m a sat erf rules. However, for this problem it is more
convenient to urn the graph rapmaantatton since a, choices in the step sequence are laid exit at one
tiff»» a i d aftemative plans can be cwsicterad mom antiy. Tha squaring rutes represented by this graph

are:
• machine a largest area ilete flrst

medium mmm see second*



• the remaining sides can be machined in any order.

• all sides must be machined eventually.

This graph method has a number of advantages, one is that it is easy to merge the interaction graph
with the squaring graph, when the two are both represented as graphs rather then one as a graph and the
other as rules. Second, this approach made it easy to plan efficiently because the squaring graph lays
out all step choices at the same time for the planner making it easier to consider alternative plans. Third,
there are only nine different squaring graphs that cover most stock types, so it is quite easy to store all of
them. It is much more convenient to retrieve one of these stored graphs from memory then it is to
generate each from scratch every time it is needed.

5.5 Integrating the Feature Interaction Graph with the Squaring Graph
We now have a graph showing the orders in which the features can be produced, and a graph showing

the orders in which the sides may be cut. Each graph represents a separate set of constraints on the
plan. The two must be merged with as much overlap between the steps as possible, so that we get a
compact sequence. The more overlap the better, because the plan will be more concise.

The Interaction Graph The Squaring Graph

Set-up A

Set-up C Set-up D Set-up E

The Final Han Outline
5- Set-up C

6. Set-up
E + b.

7. c

4. a.

Figure 8: Merging the Interaction Graph wtth the Squaring Graph
to produce a Plan OutUno
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The merging is shown in figure 8. Observe that between the Interaction Graph and the Squaring
Graph there are 8 steps, but in the final plan there are only 7. This is because we were able to combine
step b from the Interaction Graph with Set-up E from the Squaring Graph. The details on the process by
which the two graphs are merged is described in Hayes and Wright [9].

5.6 Elaborating the Plan

In the final phase, after the program has decided on an ordering for the steps, it prints each of them out
in some detail, listing the operation type (mill, face mill, drill, etc.) and the orientation of the block in the
vice. The program's result is shown in figure 9. The steps (set-ups) are exactly the same as those fisted
in the final plan outline in figure 8 on page 9.

After producing the plan, the program does not go through the final verification phase that the human
goes through. If all problems and goal interactions have been properly identified, the plan will be correct
and the verification step unnecessary.

However, the program would obviously be more robust if it used a verification step as the human does.
It is not always possible to identify all problems beforehand: neither the machinist nor the program can
have a complete set of patterns to identify absolutely all possible problems and goal conflicts. Therefore,
the plans produced will not always be good the first time: There needs to be some sort of a safety net to
catch problems that initially escape notice. Human machinists also use a "critic" approach, to check the
final plan for errors. They may reorder steps, or back up and replan to fix them. Future versions of the
Machinist program will also be able to do this.

6 Discussion
Out of the 180 productions that comprise this system:

• 10 productions identify features interactions and construct the feature interaction graph,

• 39 identify other problems ami generate constraints not caused by interactions,

• 13 choose the squaring graph,

• 44 merge the Interaction graph with the squaring graph,

• 11 generate ft© final plan from the rnatged constraint graphs.

• 63 other: enter and cheek data, infer missing cata5 group features, posh arc pop goals, etc.

The first two categories which Involve generating constraints, am the ones that have the most room to
grew. Productions can toe added to these two- categories, greatly increasing the range of parts that ifie
system can handle, while the rest of the system remains t i e same,

How much do the hetirfsfcs ifiptemented fay these rules a i t down the search space? There are
several categories of heuristics used by the program: feature interactions, squaring gmpiis* and graph
merging* if t i e total effect of ail t i e heuristics is tstee together, we Und that they speed up search by a
minimum factor of 1 ££3200, for the BXBT^D.B po t used in tftis paper* Thmm are 5 features and 6 sees to
be machined, so tmm are 111 for 3§f9t6fIKX>} different ways of ordering theee 11 things to be cut (This
is not even taWng into account the dMferent ways of g r i p i ng the cuts within the ptaa) CM of all those
plans, there are only 12 that ant both correct and efficient That is one good plan out of every 3*^6*400,
so 00 the average on would have to &y about half thU many ptaro91 ,§63,200 to find a good one.
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Figure 9: A Plan Produced br>'ihe Prog^m
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Let us now consider only the feature interaction heuristic. For the example part used in this paper
there are 5 features but only 3 interactions. If one uses no heuristic to order the 5 features there are 5! =
120 ways of ordering them. However there are only 6 ways to order the features so that the plan is both
feasible and efficient: first drill the hole, second cut the angle, and last cut the shoulder and the two holes
in any order. If there are 120 orders and only 6 good orders, then there is one good order for every 20
tried. On the average one can expect to try about 10 orders before finding one good one. The program
will produce a good one on the first try, so for this example, the feature interaction heuristic cut down the
search by a factor of 10.

If we look at a more complicated example taken from Hayes [10] that has 14 features and 5
interactions, there are 14! = 87,178,281,200 possible ways of ordering the features. Out of these 87
million orders there are only 69 thousand good ones. That's one good order for every 1,260,000. On the
average one can expect to try 630,000 feature orderings before finding a good one. Again, the
machinist's feature interaction heuristics iead him to a good ordering in one try. (Provided that he does
not miss any interactions.) For this second example the heuristic cut down the search by a factor of
630,000.

Essentially, the more features and the more interactions there are the more difficult it is to find a good
plan. The problem is not that the search space gets larger as more interactions are added, it is that the
density of good solutions in that space goes down. The machinist's knowledge of feature interactions
helps him to zero in on only those good solutions.

The squaring graph heuristic always improves the search about the same amount regardless of the
part; but the feature interaction heuristic helps the most when there are many features and several
Interactions.

7 Comparison of the Program Against Human Performance.
The program was tested against four machinists at various experience levels: two second year

apprentices, one third year apprentice, and one journeyman with 5 years experience including the
apprenticeship. Each of these subjects was asked to create a machining plan tor the same series of
three Darts. Each part was apparently simple, but contained difficulties when examined more closely.

Their resulting plans were judged by two very experienced machinists, each having more than 15 years
experience* The average ratings given to each of ttte four subjects and ttie program are shown in figure
10. The program's average performance was better than that of the apprenttoas or the journeyman. In
fact MacMnist 1 declared the program's plan for Part III to be "Almost the perfect plan. Who ever did this
is m man aftar my mm heart.*

The program solved problems in times oomparable to the machinists9. The program took about 12 to

15 mlnutae par problem m a moderately loaded DEC 20, or 3.5 minutes on a SUM work station, white the
expert machinists took about 10 to 12 minutes, and' re apprentices stout 20 minutes per problem.

Tfia judging was done in ttie faiowing way: for each of t i e three parts there were i¥e plans generated,

one torn each of the four young macttrists, and mm from the program. All information indicating who for

wta*) crattftd the plan was removed, ami the the plans wmm presented to ttie two experienced

machinists* Independently they ordered each set of five plans, rating them from best to worst. The best
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Performance of Apprentice Machinists and Program
Total 5
rating
points

t
plan •
quality

I 0 2nd Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 5th Year Machinist
Appr. B Appr. A Appr. Journey. Program

Figure 10: Average Plan Rating for Each Subject

plans were given a score of 5 and the worst 1. The sums of all scores earned by each apprentice
machinist (or machine) are shown in the histogram in figure 10. The numbers written above the bars are
the sums of all scores earned for all plans made by one subject.

The machinists commented on a variety of criteria they used for judging the plans. Was the plan
efficient (i.e., how many set-ups), were there any bad practices used that might lessen the accuracy of the
final product, and were there any mistakes that would make the plan unworkable? Furthermore, different
mistakes had different degrees of seriousness. A plan with three small errors might stilt be rated higher
than a plan with one big error. Plans that would not work were always rated tower than plans that did
work.

Neither machinist let that the other was wrong in his ratings (except for the one error that Machinist 2
missed). Both felt thai the plans which they rated differently were actually very cose in quality and that it
was difficult to decide which was better.

In judging what this comparison means, it is important to keep in crind that the program crty sohnt
problems in a v^ry narrow domain, but ft can solve them, very well In contrast the apprentices cb not
solve problems as well, but they have a much broader scope erf problems they can sotat. Th# btWKftft of
the program's knowledge can, howevw, be increased by adding stare k f i c ^ t e ^ to Us exMing
framework until its breadth approaches that of the apprentices.

8 Past Prog rams Dealing with Interacting Plans
Many pieces of this planning process have been described before but n o t « mm cohetive msttiod,

Virtually all of the planners referenced in this paper recognize the importmoe of goel inftmMCttont in
planning, but their method of desfeig wHh this problem is dHtaent then MeoMntars. Tfpctiy ttwy do not
foresee problems In the problem speciicstfoe ami avoid them, instead they mate ptorw mm mistakes m
them, .and use critics to reoogrtzii and correct them after the tact Tinw it wntad fixing and n a m i n g .
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Hacker [15] and Noah [13] are both examples of planners using critics.

TWEAK [4], GARI [6], and HI-MAPP [1], all work by successively adding constraints to the description
of the solution. The interaction and squaring graphs used by Machinist are also constraints, but
Machinists advance over this approach is to obtain the constraints as the result of feature interactions.

A number of chess strategy planners use macro-operators. They use patterns associated with plans to
make search more efficient. Interestingly, many of them have been modeled, at least indirectly, from
human behavior. Wilkins[19], Pitrat[12], Berliner and Campbell [2], and De Groot [5] all use some
variant of this method but none of them seem to consider the effect of goal interactions on planning.

There are only a few programs that take goal interactions into account before attempting a plan. One
of the earliest, Tate's [16] planner for house construction, does take interactions into account before it
makes a plan. However, these interactions must be entered by a human since the planner itself cannot
determine what tasks interact. A new set of interactions must be entered for each new task. This type of
solution is not practical for machining problems since each new problem contains a different set of
interactions. One cannot reuse the same set of interactions over and over again for a large class of
problems.

Wilenski's planner, PANDORA [18], and to some extent Wilfa'ns planner, SIPE [20] specifically look for
goal interactions before planning (which is a great advance in domain independent planning). However,
since it is domain independent it can not make use of domain knowledge fin the form of patterns) to help
identify goal interactions quickly and to find a way around them. Consequently, its performance on
complex tasks such machining problems would be impractical^ slow.

Chef [8] is a planner that generates recipes for Chinese cooking. It is one of the few planners that
looks at the problem description for cues to potential problems and interactions, and plans so as to avoid
them. However, it does not use the interaction information to generate the plan as Machinist does bur
only to retrieve and modify plans. This is a good approach for many problems but it will not do for
machining. Small differences in the shape or size of a part may make big differences in the plan so it is
not good enough to Index a past plan for a pa t that looks similar, and modify i t The plans may have so
Ittie similarity that it is easier to construct a new plan from scratch.

9 Conciusion
The dffisrenoa between Machinist ami other planners is that it has a f of the following properties

together.
1, a pre-planning step in which ft scans the pfobtecn specification for signs of possible goal

interactions.

2* m m H p d t K S to Identify goal interaction®, and to suggest ways to restrict the plan so as
to avoid thsmv

3. a plan constructed from collected information 'rattier then a plan that is indexed from
merimy and modified.

to particular* the pfe-ptanninB idmMcsMm of problem areas can greatly increase planning efSdeney
within a particular domain The mactoH)peratom that identify pratotefYt areas and suggest solutions mm
ttie Kay to planning efficiency. The set of operaiofB used must be dotrwifi dependent but the general
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strategy can be applied to other domains.
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